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QUESTION 1

A network contains an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain. Active Directory is configured as shown in
the following table. 

The functional level of the domain is Windows Server 2008 R2. The functional level of the forest is Windows Server
2003. 

Active Directory replication between the Seattle site and the Chicago site occurs from 8:00 P.M. to 1:00 M. every day. 

At 7:00 A.M. an administrator deletes a user account while he is logged on to DC001. 

You need to restore the deleted user account. You must achieve this goal by using the minimum administrative effort. 

What should you do? 

A. On DC006, stop AD DS, perform an authoritative restore, and then start AD DS. 

B. On DC001, run the Restore-ADObject cmdlet. 

C. On DC006, run the Restore-ADObject cmdlet. 

D. On DC001, stop AD DS, restore the system state, and then start AD DS. 

Correct Answer: A 

We cannot use Restore-ADObject, because Restore-ADObject is a part of the Recycle Bin feature, and you can only
use Recycle Bin when the forest functional level is set to Windows Server 2008 R2. In the question text it says "The 

functional level of the forest is Windows Server 2003." See http://technet.microsoft.com/nl-nl/library/dd379481.aspx 

Performing an authoritative restore on DC006 updates the Update Sequence Number (USN) on that DC, which causes
it to replicate the restored user account to other DC\\'s. 

Reference 1: 

MS Press - Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-640) (2nd Edition, July 2012) page 692 "An authoritative restore restores
data that was lost and updates the Update Sequence Number (USN) for the data to make it authoritative and ensure
that 

it is replicated to all other servers." Reference 2: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc755296.aspx 

Authoritative restore of AD DS has the following requirements: 

(...) 

You must stop the Active Directory Domain Services service before you run the ntdsutil authoritative restore command
and restart the service after the command is complete. 
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QUESTION 2

Your network contains an Active Directory forest named contoso.com. You plan to add a new domain named
nwtraders.com to the forest. 

All DNS servers are domain controllers. 

You need to ensure that the computers in nwtraders.com can update their Host (A) records on any of the DNS servers
in the forest. 

What should you do? 

A. Add the computer accounts of all the domain controllers to the DnsAdmins group. 

B. Add the computer accounts of all the domain controllers to the DnsUpdateProxy group. 

C. Create a standard primary zone on a domain controller in the forest root domain. 

D. Create an Active Directory-integrated zone on a domain controller in the forest root domain. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Your network contains three Active Directory forests named Forest1, Forest2, and Forest3. Each forest contains three
domains. A two-way forest trust exists between Forest1 and Forest2. A two-way forest trust exists between Forest2
andForest3. 

You need to configure the forests to meet the following requirements: 

Users in Forest3 must be able to access resources in Forest1 

Users in Forest1 must be able to access resources in Forest3. 

The number of trusts must be minimized. 

What should you do? 

A. In Forest2, modify the name suffix routing settings. 

B. In Forest1 and Forest3, configure selective authentication. 

C. In Forest1 and Forest3, modify the name suffix routing settings. 

D. Create a two-way forest trust between Forest1 and Forest3. 

E. Create a shortcut trust in Forest1 and a shortcut trust in Forest3. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: 
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MS Press - Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-640) (2nd Edition, December 14 2012) page 639: 

Forest Trusts 

(...) 

You can specify whether the forest trust is one-way, incoming or outgoing, or two-way. As mentioned earlier, a forest
trust is transitive, allowing all domains in a trusting forest to trust all domains in a trusted forest. However, forest trusts
are 

not themselves transitive. For example, if the tailspintoys.com forest trusts the worldwideimporters .com forest, and the
worldwideimporters.com forest trusts the northwindtraders.com forest, those two trust relationships do not allow the 

tailspintoys.com forest to trust the northwindtraders.com forest. If you want those two forests to trust each other, you
must create a specific forest trust between them. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your network contains an Active Directory forest. All domain controllers run Windows Server 2008 R2 and are
configured as DNS servers. 

You have an Active Directory-integrated zone for contoso.com. 

You have a Unix-based DNS server. 

You need to configure your Windows Server 2008 R2 environment to allow zone transfers of the contoso.com zone to
the Unix-based DNS server. 

What should you do in the DNS Manager console? 

A. Enable BIND secondaries 

B. Create a stub zone 

C. Disable recursion 

D. Create a secondary zone 

Correct Answer: A 

http://skibbz.com/understanding-of-advance-properties-settings-in-window-server-2003-and-2008-dns- serverbind-
secondaries/ 

Understanding Of Advance Properties Settings In Window Server 2003 And 2008 DNS Server (BIND Secondaries) 

BIND Secondaries controls the zone transfer between different vendor DNS server. It help verifies the type of format
used zone transfer, whether it is fast or slow transfer (zone transfer). The full mean of BIND is Berkeley Internet Name 

domain (BIND). BIND is a based on UNIX operating system. Two window servers do not required BIND. BIND is only
required when transfer dns zone between two different dns server vendors (UNIX and Microsoft Window). If you are
using 

only Window server for dns and zone transfer you will have to disable this option in the window dns server. However if
you want the server to perform a slow zone transfer and uncompressed data transfer then you will have to enable BIND
in 
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the dns server. 

To reiterate, BIND only provide slow dns zone transfer and data compression mechanism for DNS server. 

BIND is understood to have been introduced in window server to support UNIX. System admin will normally disable this
option if they want the data in their dns zone transfer to between primary and secondary dns server to be transfer faster 

in order to improve dns queries efficiency within their network environment Bind is used in a DNS window server, when
the needs to configured zone transfer between window server and UNIX server or operative system. 

Bind is enabled when a window server is configured as a primary dns server and a UNIX computer is configured as a
secondary dns server for zone transfer. 

BIND Secondaries need to be configured to mitigate, the problem of interoperability between the two server operating
system since they are from different vendors. Note that old version of the BIND was noted to be very slow and uses an 

uncompressed zone transfer format. 

However, BIND in window server 2008 and later has improved this problem. This is because it was noted that BIND in
window server 2008 and later uses faster, compressed format during zone transfer between primary and secondary
DNS 

server configured in for different server operating system (UNIX and Window server). 

 

QUESTION 5

Your network contains an Active Directory domain. The domain contains a group named Group1. The minimum
password length for the domain is set to six characters. 

You need to ensure that the passwords for all users in Group1 are at least 10 characters long. All other users must be
able to use passwords that are six characters long. 

You create an Active Directory Fine Grained Password Policy. 

What should you do next? 

A. From the Default Domain Policy, modify the password policy. 

B. Run the Add-ADFineGrainedPasswordPolicySubject cmdlet. 

C. Run the Set-ADDomain cmdlet. 

D. From the Default Domain Controller Policy, modify the password policy. 

Correct Answer: B 
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